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Fun, uplifting music -- mostly instrumentals -- of a journey through smooth bossa novas, quirky rock,

intriguing fusion, beautiful new-age and goofy pop. 10 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Bossa Nova, POP: Pop/Rock

Details: About Bruce and Don: We're two friends who met in the late 60's as teens, and began our

musical journey by entertaining around a camp fire. The next day, and for a few years, we recorded our

parts sound-on-sound with a 2-track reel-to-reel tape deck. Recently we started up again using digital

audio workstations. This is our first CD, a compliation of some of our best tunes over the years -- many

written in 2008. It's simple: listeners can relive their childhood or explore new realms through our

ascending notation progressions. Everything is on the "up and up." We've had nothing but happy and fun

compliments on this first journey together. Why the "Long Distance Music" title? We live in different states

but composed music together via the Internet. Using our digital audio studios, we created and sent audio

files to each other by email, then added overdubs. We used snail mail to send musical parts that required

more critical fidelity. In short, the 14 months spent on perfecting the data brought us closer together

musically. During this project we spoke on the phone three times...WHAT ? ONLY THREE TIMES ???

Both our wives are named Jennie and Jenny... they both approve so far. See you next disc... Don, Bruce,

Jenny and Jennie People who are interested in Jimi Hendrix The Moody Blues Pat Metheny should

consider this download.
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